MEDNET 2003 is an international meeting bringing together researchers, developers and users of applications of the Internet in Medicine. Organised in connection with the World Summit on the Information Society by Health On the Net Foundation.

MEDNET is an opportunity to review recent developments and meet the innovators responsible, to reflect on ten years of the Web and how it has changed the world, and to look ahead to bringing the benefits of new information technologies to communities around the world. MEDNET welcomes participants from the many disciplines which together have made the Internet an important new tool for the promotion of health.

Principal themes include: Access to health and medical information; trustworthiness, security and legal Issues of online medical information; Online health information and the consumer; and International cooperation in Internet medicine.

Full registration: until 25 Nov. regular 350 € student 185 €
One Day: regular 220 € student 130 €
On site: regular 375 € student 200 €

For more information: www.mednet2003.org mednet2003@hon.ch